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Allen key to unlock the
Middle East market
S T UA RT A LLEN, FOUNDER OF A LLEN A RCHIT EC T URE
INT ERIOR S DE SIGN, REC A LL S T HE MEMORIE S OF
WORKING ON HIGH - END PROJEC T S IN N YC A ND LONDON
A ND SH A RE S T HE CH A LLENGE S OF SE T T ING UP
BUSINE SS IN T HE UA E F ROM A HOT EL ROOM
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Stuart Allen
2
Rogo's rollercoaster
restaurant in Abu
Dhabi
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ritish Airways' new lounge
at Dubai airport, General
Electric Innovation Centre,
HSBC new headquarters
in Abu Dhabi, Rogo’s rollercoaster
restaurant — these are just some of
the places recently designed by Stuart
Allen, founder and director of Allen
Architecture Interiors Design (AAID),
formerly the Middle East wing of UK
3
design company Artillery. Having been
in the industry for more than 25 years,
work has led him to design retail and
hospitality environments in many
cities and countries including London,
Houston, New York, San Francisco,
Monaco, Puerto Rico, India, Hong Kong
and Ireland.
“It’s been a very fortunate opportunity to go to all of these different places
and work, and hopefully it is only the
beginning,” says Allen, who relocated
TO$UBAIjVEYEARSAGOTOSETUPA
Middle East branch for Artillery.
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“The company was founded in 1987
and what’s unique about it is that it
has always embraced different cultural
backgrounds by hiring people from all
over the world. After the Melbourne
branch was founded, the opportunity
CAMETOSTARTTHEOFjCEINTHE5!%AND
I was willing to take it on board. I came
out here as a one-man show working
from a hotel room and my job was to
secure work and build the team, all of
that on a very minimum budget.
“When I arrived, I was comparing
Dubai to New York and other places
THAT)VEBEENTO)TWASVERYDIFjCULTTO
jNDTHESOULOFTHECITY BUTITSTHERE
when you look for it. It took some time
to adjust since I had to integrate myself
jRSTWITHINTHECOMMUNITY BUT)KNEW
this is the place I could make work. To
run a project by myself, to build and
manage the team was never an issue.
However, I had to learn how the process
worked with approvals and authorities

and to gain trust with vendors, contractors and project managers.”
THE ART OF LISTENING
)NLASTjVEYEARS !LLENANDHISTEAM
have been designing and delivering innovative commercial, retail, hospitality
and educational projects to the GCC
region. As he explains, AAID's design
philosophy and aspirations remain
simple – with each and every client he
tries to provide design and deliver solutions that respond to clients’ needs.
“We are in the business where
communication is the key. How we
communicate our ideas, drawings and
presentations or how we communicate
with our clients, contractors and project managers is an essential skill for
every interior designer. Many designers
don’t spend much time on site, which is
one of my favourite parts of the project.
That is when you get the experience of
knowing what can and cannot be done.
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When working with people on site, you
learn about certain limitations and
you can take that knowledge to a next
project,” says Allen.
FUN AND TOUGH PROJECT
As for the listening to the client's brief,
Allen says that designing the interior
for Rogo’s rollercoaster restaurant was
both fun and challenging. Set across

14,000sq ft on Yas Island in Abu
Dhabi, the principle of Rogo’s involves
highly technical interaction from the
visitor with food ordered through the
computer system at each place setting.
A tornado-shaped gigantic spiral is the
key restaurant highlight. Making food
a superstar of the venue, designers
wanted to create a place where people
can hang out, talk and have fun.

“The principle of Rogo’s is to have
fast gourmet food delivered to you.
The restaurant has a network of 30
individual roller coaster tracks, so
the challenge was to come up with a
design around this highly engineered
system. We had to think how the food
would come down from kitchen to the
dispatch area, but also how to get the
dirty plates cleared, so all technical
3

3
The tornado-shaped
spiral is a key feature
at Rogo's restaurant
4
All walls are painted
dark to enhance
the spectacle of the
tracks while stripes
add to the overall
movement
5
Designers had to
think how the food
will come down
from kitchen to the
dispatch area
4
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challenges have been integrated into
the design,” explains Allen.
Rogo’s interior is dark to enhance
the theatrical spectacle of the tracks.
The entrance and architectural enclosure are veneered to provide a calm
and inviting entrance. Key features
for the entrance, lift and staircase are
clad in a striped panel system so they
AREEASILYIDENTIjABLE!NDFEATURE
lighting adds movement emphasising
the tracks, with pendant lights to provide overall ambient lighting.

6
&ORTHEkOORSOFTHE
corridors in HSBC's
NEWOFjCES !LLEN
combines marble and
pebble-effect carpet
7
With white leather
contemporary sofas,
THE#%/eSOFjCEIS
more a relaxed space

30

THE FUTURE OF WORKPLACE
AAID was recently appointed by HSBC
TODESIGNITSjRSTHEADQUARTERSIN
!BU$HABI,OCATEDONTHETHkOOR
of Etihad Towers, the client wanted
ACONTEMPORARYOFjCEANDDYNAMIC
ENVIRONMENTTHATREkECTSMODERN
philosophy combining eastern and
western cultures.
“The CEO is going to be housed in
THISOFjCESOHEWASVERYACTIVEINTHE
design process of what he wanted to
convey to his private banking clients.
While he wanted a certain look, HSBC
has strict guidelines of what you can
and cannot do, so we had to be a
middle man and please both entities.
“Our process involved a site analysis to provide high levels of natural
light and panoramic views as well as
places to dwell, points of interaction
and movement. Functionality was
critical and the environment provides
AWORKINGSPACETHATEFjCIENTLYACCOMmodates more than 100 people, with
discrete built-in storage, supporting
video conferencing meeting rooms and
in-house lounge areas to support both
client-facing areas and staff areas,”
says Allen.
The design includes modern features, clean lines and a sophisticated
palette of materials and colours that
are brought to life by the dynamic lighting patterns. The work environment
supports the culture of collaboration.
By combining hot and cold materials,
such as marble and carpet, the corridors are one of the strongest features.
“When we are talking about the
workplace, people are not necessarily assigned at the desk as their
ONLYWORKINGSPACE.OWTHEOFjCE
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ISBECOMINGLESSASTATICANDMORE
DYNAMICENVIRONMENTWHEREkEXIBILITY
ISTHEKEYTREND/NEOFTHEBIGASPECTS
THATWEAREFOCUSSINGONISTHEIDEA
OFLIFESTYLE"RINGINGLIFESTYLEINTOTHE
WORKWEDO,IVE WORKANDPLAYARETHE
KEYELEMENTS4HEWORKPLACEUSEDTO
BEJUSTFORWORKBUTNOW SINCEPEOPLE
SPENDSOMUCHTIMEATTHEOFjCE ITHAS
TOFACILITATETHEIRLIFESTYLEASWELLt

8
,IVE WORKANDPLAY
ARETHEKEYELEMENTS
WHENDESIGNINGA
WORKSPACE
9
)NDIAN-OTORCYCLE
STORE SHOWROOMVIEW
10
$ESIGNCOMBINES
RAWCOLOURSFORBRICK
WALLS CONCRETEkOORS
9 ANDWOODPANELS

YOUNG DESIGNERS
7HENTALKINGABOUTLESSONSLEARNED 
!LLENSAYSTHATTHEARTOFLISTENINGAND
COMMUNICATINGWASTHEFIRSTSKILLHE
ACQUIREDEVENASAYOUNGARCHITECTURE
STUDENT MAKINGHISWAYTHROUGH
STUDIESATTHE5NIVERSITYOF4EXASAND
OUTINTOTHEBIGWIDEWORLD(EENDED
UPIN.EW9ORKWHEREHEHADTHEOPPORTUNITYTOWORKONSOMEHIGH END
PROJECTS SUCHASTHE%SCADASTOREON
TH!VENUE 0ARK!VENUEAPARTMENTS 
HOUSESINTHE(AMPTONSv
f&ROMMYMENTOR )LEARNEDMOREWHAT
NOTTODOTHENWHATTODOAND)BELIEVE
THATISFARMOREIMPORTANT'RADUATE
DESIGNSTUDENTSCOMEOUTVERYASSURED
OFTHEMSELVESTHINKINGTHEYCANCONQUER

8

THEWORLDANDITDOESNTTAKETHEMTOO
LONGTOREALISETHEYACTUALLYDONTKNOW
MUCH4HESCHOOLGIVESTHEMAGREAT
FOUNDATIONINWHATDESIGNIS BUTIT
GIVESTHEMNORELEVANCETOAWORKING
WORLDANDHOWTOAPPLYTHISKNOWLEDGE)TISIMPORTANTTHATTHERIGHT
PERSONINTRODUCESTHEMTOTHEWAYS
THEPROFESSIONWORKS7HENTHEYCOME
TOUS WEAREASTEPPINGSTONEINTHEIR
CAREERAND)EMBRACETHEFACTTHATWE
CANLAUNCHSOMEONESCAREERANDHELP
THEMMOVEFORWARDt

9

LOOKING FORWARD
!LLEN!RCHITECTURE)NTERIORS$ESIGNHAS
JUSTANNOUNCEDITSINDEPENDENTSTATUS
WITHANEWIDENTITYANDREFRESHED
BUSINESSSTRATEGY4HEBUSINESSWILL
CONTINUETOBELEDBY!LLENWHOJOINED
BYHISSISTER$EBORAH!LLENINTHEROLEOF
CO FOUNDERANDDIRECTORFORTHE,ONDON

10
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OFjCE"ESIDESARCHITECTUREANDINTERIOR
DESIGN !LLENWOULDLIKETOGETMORE
INVOLVEDINTHERESIDENTIALMARKET BUT
ALSOTOGROWTHEDESIGNDEPARTMENT
BYDEVELOPINGPRODUCTSANDFURNITURE
UNDERTHE!!)$BRAND
f4HISISANEXCITINGTIMEFORTHEBUSINESS WEAREVERYPROUDOFOURHERITAGE
WITH!RTILLERYANDSHALLCONTINUETO
BEANORGANISATIONTHATDEjNESITSELF
THROUGHTHECOLLABORATIVESPIRITOF
CREATINGDESIGN tSAYS!LLEN
f7EPRIDEOURSELVESFORBEINGA
BESPOKEjRM7EARENOTTRYINGTO
BEATBIGPLAYERSINTHEMARKETAND
WEWANTTOMAINTAINTHISBESPOKE
ATTITUDEBYKEEPINGITSMALLANDBEING
APPROACHABLE/URTEAMCOUNTSAND
THATALLOWSUSTOWORKONLARGEASWELL
SMALLERPROJECTS7EGETALOTOFREPEAT
BUSINESSANDTHATISTHEBIGGESTCOMPLIMENT tCONCLUDES!LLEN
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11
Display unit and
13

artwork at Indian
Motorcycle store
12
The interior of First
Gulf Bank features
marble-inspired
touches
13
A neutral colour
palette makes up the
reception area

HAWA-Folding
Concepta 25:
Use of space
redefined.

With HAWA-Folding Concepta 25, the new hardware for bi-folding pocket doors, ﬂush cabinet fronts up to 2800 mm
wide can be opened with a simple movement and stowed fully ﬂush with the cabinet body. The system is designed
for cabinet fronts up to 2800 mm wide and doors weighing up to 25 kg each. It features a continuous gap pattern and
allows great ﬂexibility in construction and design. More information at www.folding-concepta.com
Hawa Middle East FZE, Sliding Hardware Systems, Telephone +971 4 887 36 94, Telefax +971 4 887 36 93, infome@hawa.ch
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